We consider the problem of treatment effect estimation in difference-in-differences designs where parallel trends hold only after conditioning on covariates. Existing methods for this problem rely on strong additional assumptions, e.g., that any covariates may only have linear effects on the outcome of interest, or that there is no covariate shift between different cross sections taken in the same state. Here, we develop a suite of new methods for nonparametric difference-in-differences estimation that require essentially no assumptions beyond conditional parallel trends and a relevant form of overlap. Our proposals show promising empirical performance across a variety of simulation setups, and are more robust than the standard methods based on either linear regression or propensity weighting.
Introduction
Difference-in-differences is an an increasingly popular observational study design for estimating causal effects from repeated cross sections [e.g., Angrist and Pischke, 2008 , Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan, 2004 , Card and Krueger, 1994 , Lechner, 2011 , Obenauer and von der Nienburg, 1915 . In the simplest setting, difference-in-differences starts with data on some outcome (e.g., employment) from two comparable state (or cities, regions, etc.) , one of which enacts some policy of interest (e.g., a minimum wage increase) and the other of which doesn't; it then attributes any difference in trends between the two states to the effect of the policy change. The key assumption underlying any such argument is one of "parallel trends": if neither state had enacted the policy, then their trends would have evolved in the same way.
In many applications, however, such global parallel trends assumptions are hard to justify, as states may have different subgroups of people that exhibit markedly different trends on their own. For example, when studying the effect of minimum wages on employment, we may find that there are subgroups within states (e.g., based on age, income or gender) that have different baseline trends; then, if our two states under comparison have different proportions of these subgroups, the global parallel trends assumption immediately becomes questionable. Instead, we may want to control for these covariates, and only assume parallel trends once we have conditioned on them [e.g., Abadie, 2005 , Acemoglu and Angrist, 2001 , Blundell, Dias, Meghir, and Van Reenen, 2004 , Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd, 1998 ].
The goal of this paper is to develop flexible methods for nonparametric difference-indifferences estimation under a conditional parallel trends assumption. More formally, suppose we observe n independent samples (S i , T i , X i , Y i ), where the state indicator S i ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the i-th individual is in the control or exposed state. T i ∈ {0, 1} denotes the time of the observation (pre vs post), X i ∈ R d is a set of potential confounders and Y i ∈ R is the outcome of interest, and suppose that only samples in the "exposed" state and "post" time period get treated, i.e., we can write the treatment indicator as W i = S i T i . Following the potential outcomes framework [Imbens and Rubin, 2015] , Y i (0) and Y i (1) denote the control and treated potential outcomes and suppose we observe Y i = Y i (W i ). We are interested in estimating the average treatment effect E [τ (X)], where τ (x) is the expected treatment effect conditional on covariates X i = x and on X i being treated:
Because E Y (0) X i = x, S i = 1, T i = 1 is not observed, we impose a parallel trends assumption conditional on covariates, so that
which then allows us to estimate the treatment effect as follows,
As discussed in Abadie [2005] , (3) may be more credible than the standard parallel trends assumption that holds without conditioning on X i as it enables us to control for known sources of confounding. In this paper, we take the estimand τ = E [τ (X)] with τ (x) defined via (3) as given; Abadie [2005] provides further discussion of this identification strategy. There has been some work in econometrics on estimating τ under the assumption (3), including Abadie [2005] , , Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] , and Zimmert [2018] . All these papers, however, make an additional assumption that there is no covariate shift across cross-sections from the same state: they require that the joint distribution of (X i , S i ) does not vary with T i , i.e., that that (X i , S i ) ⊥ ⊥ T i . And this assumption may be hard to justify with cross-sectional data where we are not able to survey exactly the same people in the pre and post periods. For example, in a ride-sharing application, Lu et al. [2018] estimates the effects of a dynamic pricing feature on drivers' behaviors by leveraging a natural experiment where a software bug temporarily disables a dynamic pricing feature for certain drivers. In this case, we may expect the distribution of the covariates X i for active drivers varies both with exposure S i and time T i .
Another widely used approach for difference-in-differences estimation with covariates entails fitting a two-way fixed effect linear model for Y i in terms of X i , S i , T i of the form Y ∼ β x X + β s S + β t T + β s,t ST,
then interpreting the coefficient β s,t as the treatment effect [e.g., Anzia and Berry, 2011] . This approach, however, makes several restrictive assumptions. It assumes that the effect of the state S i and that of T i are fixed, and that the treatment effect is homogeneous. It also assumes that any confounding effects of X i should affect the outcome Y i linearly [Angrist and Pischke, 2008 , Ding and Li, 2019 , Keele and Minozzi, 2013 , Lechner, 2011 . These constraining assumptions can be difficult to satisfy in practice, and in particular the estimator (4) is not justified by a nonparametric version of the assumption (3).
In this paper, we propose flexible and robust nonparametric approaches for the differencein-differences design that address both of these limitations, and allow us to estimate τ given only the assumption (3) along with a relevant form of overlap. Throughout this paper, we assume the data is generated from the following generic specification:
where the joint distribution of {T i , X i , S i } may be arbitrary and
are the conditional effect of S alone and T alone, and E ε i X i , S i , T i = 0. Our contributions are as follows. We start by developing an orthogonal transformation of (5) that generalizes the transformation of Robinson [1988] for the conditionally linear model. In the case where the underlying treatment effect τ (x) is constant, this representation allows us to build a transformed regression estimator (TR) to estimate the treatment effect. Our TR estimator achieves the parametric 1/ √ n rate of convergence while allowing for slower estimation rates on all nuisance components. We further discuss the properties of the transformed regression estimator when the underlying linearity assumption is misspecified.
In the case where we allow for treatment heterogeneity in the data generating process, we propose a heterogeneous treatment effect estimator for τ (·), and then use a balancing approach to estimate the average treatment effect. We name this approach the Differencein-Differences Augmented Minimax Linear Estimator (DiD-AMLE). Building on ideas from Chernozhukov et al. [2018b] and , we show that DiD-AMLE is semiparametrically efficient and and find it to have promising empirical performance in a variety of simulation setups. Our proposed heterogeneous treatment effect estimator may also be of independent interest.
Related Works
The difference-in-differences approach to treatment effect estimation was popularized by Card and Krueger [1994] , and has since become ubiquitous in the social sciences. Angrist and Pischke [2008] and Lechner [2011] provide a textbook treatment and a broad literature review. Building on Abadie [2005] , we are here most interested in extensions of classical difference-in-differences methods that leverage covariate information to make the parallel trends assumption more plausible. Several authors have also recently extended differencein-differences analyses in other complementary directions. Arkhangelsky [2018] and Athey and Imbens [2006] consider difference-in-differences type designs where there may be nonadditive treatment effects. Abadie et al. [2010] , , Athey et al. [2018a] , Ben-Michael et al. [2018] and Xu [2017] develop methods that can be applied in the panel setting in which the same individuals are observed in both the pre-and post-periods, whereas in our setting we observe separate cross-sectional data in each period.
Our goal is to estimate the average treatment effect in difference-in-differences settings, which involves two parts. The first part is to obtain good point estimates of the heterogeneous treatment effect. There have been many recent papers on how to perform this non-parametric estimation well. One approach is to reduce the "regularization bias" that might occur. Examples of this line of work include Athey and Imbens [2016] , Hahn, Murray, and Carvalho [2017] , Imai and Ratkovic [2013] , and Shalit, Johansson, and Sontag [2016] . Another approach, the one we choose to adopt, is to develop meta-learning procedures that do not depend on a specific machine learning method. Key examples of such works are Künzel et al. [2019] and Nie and Wager [2017] . Our decomposition of τ (x) is conceptually similar to the orthogonal moments constructions from Robinson [1988] , and more broadly, from Belloni et al. [2011] , Bickel et al. [1998 ], Newey [1994 , Scharfstein et al. [1999] , Van Der Laan and Rubin [2006] and others. The second part is to obtain a good estimate of the average treatment effect from the heterogeneous effect and other nuisance parameter estimates. Our approach here is closely related to Chernozhukov et al. [2018b] , Hirshberg and Wager [2018] and Robins and Rotnitzky [1995] . Other related works include Athey, Imbens, and Wager [2018b] , Graham, Pinto, and Egel [2012] , Hainmueller [2012] , Imai and Ratkovic [2014] , Kallus [2017] , Zubizarreta [2015] .
Fleixble modeling and estimation that goes beyond the standard two-way fixed effects and linearity assumptions has also drawn considerable interest. Abadie [2005] considers inverse propensity stratification based methods. Another approach considers more flexible outcome models, see [e.g., Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd, 1998, Meyer, 1995] . Recently, , Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] and Zimmert [2018] proposed doubly robust variants of the approach of Abadie [2005] that also allow for heterogeneity in τ (x). Our approach improve upon these in two main ways. Firstly, , Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] , and Zimmert [2018] make the same assumption as Abadie [2005] , i.e., that the time when an individual is observed, T i , is independent of the joint distribution of (X i , S i ), whereas our approach does not require this assumption (see Proposition 1 and the following comment). Secondly, the recent doubly robust proposals focus on methods based on augmented inverse propensity weighting, whereas we develop estimators based on either transformed regression (when the treatment effect τ (x) is constant) or balancing estimation (when τ (x) is heterogenous). Instead of using inverse propensity weight as in augmented inverse propensity weighting methods, we use convex optimization to learn the weights, which appear to be more stable in practice especially when the sample size is small.
An Orthogonal Transformation for DID
We start by constructing a new decomposition for the outcome model (5) that enables us to express τ (x) in terms of various marginal effects. Generalizing the transformation of Robinson [1988] , our decomposition underlies an orthogonal moments condition and can thus be used for √ n-consistent estimation of τ with nuisance components estimated via flexible machine learning methods [Chernozhukov et al., 2018a] .
The conditional probabilities of an observation being in state S i or time period T i conditionally on X i = x play a central role in our analysis [Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983] . We write these quantities as
We write e s,t (X i ) = P S i = s, T i = t X i . We also write m(x) = E Y i X i = x for the conditional response function marginalizing over T i and S i , and
for the conditional effect of S marginalizing over T and S respectively. We write the conditional covariance of S i and T i as
Finally, for convenience, we let Z i = (X i , S i , T i ). Given this notation, we can verify the following (the derivation is given in Appendix A).
Proposition 1. Suppose we have access to an independent and identically distributed sequence of tuples Y i and
Under the model (3), our data-generating distribution admits a representation
where E i Z i = 0, and
Furthermore, all terms in the above decomposition are orthogonal in the following sense:
The key property of this representation is the orthogonality property (12), which will enable flexible estimation of treatment effects at parametric rates as discussed in the following section. In the setting of Abadie [2005] , Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] and Zimmert [2018] , their assumption gives T i ⊥ ⊥ S i X i , which implies ∆(X i ) = 0. As an immediate corollary to Proposition 1, this decomposition then simplifies to a functional form closely reminiscent of Robinson's transformation [Robinson, 1988] :
More generally, we see that when ∆(X i ) is close to 0, all expressions underlying (10) and (11) are well-conditioned, and we expect estimation using (10) to be stable. Conversely, if T i and S i are highly correlated conditionally on
) and (11) could become unstable; this is as expected, because if S i and T i are highly correlated, then we do not expect their interaction effect to be well identified.
Finally, we note that all nuisance components in the decomposition above are marginal quantities, and thus can be estimated using all of the data. This property is desirable for empirical performance as it is more data efficient when we need to estimate them in a small-sample regime.
The Transformed Regression Estimator
As a first application of the orthogonal decomposition given above, we consider estimation in a setting where the treatment effect itself is constant τ (x) = τ in the representation (10), but all other nuisance components defined above, i.e., m(x), ν(x), ς(x), s(x), t(x) and ∆(x), may vary with x. The standard approach to estimating τ in this setting is to write a linear regression model of the form in (4) and to interpret the coefficient on ST as an estimate of the treatment effect. However, as shown in our experiments, this simple linear regressionbased approach to treatment effect estimation may be severely biased in the setting where the linear model (4) is misspecified.
Here, we propose the transformed regression (TR) estimator with cross-fitting for τ (shown in Algorithm 1). The method is based on the decomposition (10), which is motivated by a decomposition used by Robinson [1988] to estimate parametric components in partial linear models. Robinson's decomposition has also been used in many other recent works, such as in Athey et al. [2019] for causal forests, Robins [2004] for G-estimation, as well as in Chernozhukov et al. [2018a] and Zhao et al. [2017] . The transformed regression estimator, motivated by Robinson, also has good theoretical properties. In Theorem 2, we show that the transformed regression estimator is √ n-consistent and asymptotically normal under considerably more generality than simply running an OLS regression with the model (4). The proof of the theorem is in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, suppose furthermore that τ (x) = τ is constant and that the following conditions hold:
1. Overlap: the conditional probabilities e s,t (x) are bounded away from 0 by some small η > 0 for all values of t, s and x.
2. Consistency: for any estimated nuisance parameterμ(x), such asm(x),ν(x) andς(x), we have that: sup
3. Risk decay: for any estimated nuisance parameterμ(x), we have:
. Boundedness: all the nuisance parameters are uniformly bounded:
for some constant M < ∞.
Algorithm 1: Transformed Regression Estimator (TR)
1 Split the data into Q roughly equal folds, I 1 , I 2 , ..., I K , with K fixed, to be used for cross-fitting.
, with data not in I k , using any supervised learning method for prediction accuracy (the superscript of −I k denotes using data not in the k-th fold). 3 Estimateν −I k (x) as a heterogeneous "treatment effect" of S i while ignoring T i ; and estimateς −I k (x) as a "treatment effect" of T i ignoring S i . Both can leverage methods designed for heterogeneous treatment estimation in the single cross-section case.
, where z = (x, s, t), using the estimated nuisance parameters following (11). Then, for j ∈ I k , obtain point estimatesĈ −I k (Z j ) and
6 Combine predictions from different folds I k :
Then, writingτ T R as the transformed regression estimater obtained using Algorithm 1, and τ * as the transformed regression estimator with oracle nuisance parameters, we have
where
and
In step 3 of Algorithm 1, ς(x) and ν(x) can be estimated with methods for heterogeneous treatment effect estimation, for which there exists a large body of work [e.g., Hill, 2011 , Imai and Ratkovic, 2013 , Künzel, Sekhon, Bickel, and Yu, 2019 , Shalit, Johansson, and Sontag, 2016 , Zhao, Small, and Ertefaie, 2017 . In our simulations, we use the R-learner as advocated in Nie and Wager [2017] .
If we ever want to use the transformed regression estimator which assumes a constant treatment effect, it is important to understand how it behaves under misspecification. Interestingly, as shown in Proposition 3, even when τ (x) is not constant, the transformed regression estimator converges to a weighted average of τ (x) with positive weights, mirroring the findings in Crump, Hotz, Imbens, and Mitnik [2009] and Li, Morgan, and Zaslavsky [2018] . The proof for Proposition 3 is found in Appendix C.
Proposition 3. If we use the transformed regression estimator from Algorithm 1, and the conditions from Theorem 2 are satisfied, then
where V T R is the same variance term from Theorem 2.
The quantity C(z), as specified in (11), is quite complicated, but when in the setting of Abadie [2005] , where T i ⊥ ⊥ S i X i and so ∆(X i ) = 0, the above simplifies to:
is not constant, the transformed regression estimator can thus be thought of as a weighted mean of the treatment effect, where more weight is given to the data points that are likely to appear with all four (S i , T i ) pairs.
DiD-AMLE: A Balancing ATE Estimator
In this section, we relax the assumption from the previous section that the underlying treatment effect is constant, and aim to estimate the average treatment effect while allowing for heterogeneity. We first propose a flexible nonparametric heterogeneous treatment effect estimator in the difference-in-differences setup that draws inspiration from recent advances in heterogeneous treatment effect estimation in the single cross-section case. Then, we leverage this estimator to build a balancing average treatment effect estimator that allows for √ n-consistent and semiparametrically efficient inference of the average treatment effect in a non-parametric specification of the outcomes model.
Estimating Treatment Heterogeneity in Difference-in-Differences
Our goal is to estimate the average treatment effect E [τ (x)], assuming that τ (x) is heterogeneous. The plan is first to obtain a good non-parametric estimate of the function τ (x), then leverage balancing techniques from Chernozhukov et al. [2018a] or Hirshberg and Wager [2018] to estimate the ATE. The task of estimating τ (x) is related to that of estimating the conditional average treatment effect (CATE), which has been studied extensively in the literature. Recall our expression for τ (x) in (3). From that expression, one might attempt to estimate
for the four pairs of s and t on the corresponding subsets of the data, and then estimatê τ (x) =ĝ(x, 1, 1) −ĝ(x, 1, 0) −ĝ(x, 0, 1) +ĝ(x, 0, 0). However, this approach is often not robust. As an example where this method might fail, consider a high dimensional linear model,
, and E i (s, t) X i = 0. We might consider fitting the Lasso [Tibshirani, 1996] for eachβ(s, t) separately, and estimateτ (x) = x (β(1, 1) −β(1, 0) −β(0, 1) +β(0, 0)). However, the lasso regularizes eachβ(s, t) towards 0 separately, which might result inβ(1, 1) −β(1, 0) −β(0, 1) +β(0, 0) being regularized away from 0, even when τ (x) = 0 everywhere. See Künzel et al. [2019] and Nie and Wager [2017] for a similar discussion on the T -Learner for the CATE.
We proceed by turning our estimator of a constant causal parameter τ into an estimator for a heterogeneous treatment function τ (x), by turning the estimation equation underlying the former estimator into a loss function. Following this strategy and using the decomposition from (10), we can estimate treatment effect heterogeneity with the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2: Heterogeneous Treatment Effect Estimation in diff-in-diff 1 Split the data into K roughly-equal folds I 1 , ..., I K for cross-fitting. 2 Following steps 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1, estimate the nuisance parametersm −I k (x),
using data not in the k-th fold. Also following step 4 of Algorithm 1, produce point estimatesĈ
where Λ n (·) is some regularization term. For j ∈ I k , useτ −Ik (X j ) as the estimate for τ (X j ).
Algorithm 2 is similar to the R-learner from Nie and Wager [2017] , which finds a similar empirical risk minimizer as the heterogeneous treatment effect estimator. They further showed that if the squared error from estimating the nuisance components (including the marginal effects and the propensity scores) decays at a rate faster than O(n − 1 4 ), then error bounds forτ (·) can match the best available bounds for estimatingτ (·) using oracle nuisance parameters. We do not demonstrate such a result here, but the similarity of our problem to previous settings suggests that a similar result may hold. In the next section, we use Algorithm 2 to build an average treatment effect estimator, but we note that Algorithm 2 can also be of separate interest on its own for heterogeneous treatment effects estimation.
Estimating the Average Treatment Effect
Next, we consider estimating the average treatment effect τ = E [τ (X)] in the case where we allow for potential treatment heterogeneity in τ (x). One way to proceed is by building on results for doubly robust estimation as developed in Chernozhukov et al. [2018b] . In order to do so, we first note that the average treatment parameter can be written as a weighted average of outcomes using inverse-probability-style weights as follows:
The result of Chernozhukov et al. [2018b] implies that if we obtain good estimates both ofĝ and the inverse-probability-style weights outlined above, then we can obtain semiparametrically efficient estimates of τ using the doubly robust form such as in Augmented Inverse Propensity Weighitng (AIPW) [Robins and Rotnitzky, 1995] . We will refer to this algorithm as DiD-AIPW, which takes on the following steps:
1. Following the cross-fitting steps 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1, estimate the nuisance param-
using data not in the I k , where I 1 , ..., I K are the K folds of the data. In the same way, fit nonparametric regressions for the propensitiesê
2. Run step 3 of Algorithm 2 to obtain cross-fitted point estimatesτ (X j ) =τ −Ik (X j ), for each j ∈ I k .
3. For each j ∈ I k , produce the cross-fitted point estimates:
andγ
4. Estimate the average treatment effect E [τ (x)] as:
Abadie [2005] , Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] and Zimmert [2018] explored a special case of this approach in cases where (X i , S i ) are independent from T i . As a result, only the estimate of the single propensity s(x) is needed to perform a similar estimation, as opposed to the quantity γ(x, s, t). While plug-in estimation with the doubly robust score admits for algorithmically simple estimation of the average treatment effect, we find this approach to perform quite poorly in experiments. The main issue is that the probabilities e 1,1 (x) etc. may get quite small, and so inverting even slightly inaccurate propensity estimates may result in instability. This mirrors observations made by Athey, Imbens, and Wager [2018b] , Graham, Pinto, and Egel [2012] , Hainmueller [2012] , Imai and Ratkovic [2014] , Kallus [2017] , Zubizarreta [2015] and others in the case of treatment effect estimation under selection on observables, and these paper all consider different strategies to stabilizing inverse probability weights. The problem highlighted by these papers is exacerbated in the difference-in-differences setting because the probabilities we need to invert are comparably even smaller-and so the upside from using a stable weighting method is accentuated.
Here, we follow the Augmented Minimax Linear Estimation (AMLE) approach of Hirshberg and Wager [2018] , and estimate a set of weightsγ(·) by directly solving a quadratic program that directly minimizes the worst-case bias and variance of an estimator of the type (24). Because this approach explicitly considers variance when estimatingγ(·), the resulting weights are guaranteed not to blow up even when the underlying probabilities e s,t (x) may be small. Assume that we have access to an estimatorĝ(·) of g(z) = E Y i X i = x, S i = s, T i = t that is consistent in the gauge-norm · F of some convex class F, where f F = inf{k ≥ 0 : f ∈ kF}. As discussed in Hirshberg and , this assumption is often justified if ĝ(·) is derived via penalized regression; and we discuss practical choices of F in our experiments section. When estimating g(·), we use the building blocks discussed in Section 4.1. Given these preliminaries, we propose the estimator DiD-AMLE, given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: DiD-AMLE 1 Split the data into K roughly-equal folds I 1 , ..., I K for cross-fitting. 2 Following steps 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1, estimate the nuisance parametersm −I k (x),
using data not in the k-th fold.
3 Find the minimax linear weightsγ(·), by solving the following quadratic program:
where σ is an upper bound of Var Y i X i , S i , T i , and F is some convex function class. 4 Run step 3 of Algorithm 2 to obtain cross-fitted point estimatesτ (X j ) =τ −Ik (X j ), for each j ∈ I k . 5 For each j ∈ I k , produce the cross-fitted point estimates:
6 Estimate the average treatment effect E [τ (x)] as:
Most of the steps of Algorithm 3 involve nuisance parameter estimations that are similar to those in Algorithms 1 and 2. The most involved part is step 3, where we solve an optimization problem to obtain linear minimax weights. The challenge lies in the fact that we need to specify a convex function class F, so that we can actually solve the optimization problem in (25)and obtain the weightsγ. For example, in our simulations, we define F as
where M is an absolutely convex class, spanned by Hermite polynomials (details see Appendix E). As a result of this choice F M , the optimization forγ then becomes
The derivation of the above can be found in Appendix E. The constant σ 2 , as mentioned in Algorithm 3, is an upper bound of Var Y i X i , S i , T i . Thus σ 2 can be estimated using residuals: for X j ∈ I k , we can obtain point estimateŝ
using the nuisance parameters and the estimateτ (x) from Algorithm 2, and then estimate σ 2 as the mean of (
Another approach is to simply treat σ as a tuning parameter for the optimization problem. Details of how to perform the optimization are given in Appendix E.
Theorem 4, for which the proof outline is given in Appendix D, shows that DiD-AMLE is semiparametrically efficient for the average treatment parameter given thatĝ(·) is consistent for g(·) in an appropriate sense. Note that we do not place any requirements on how fast we can estimate the optimal weighting function γ(·).
Theorem 4. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, suppose furthermore that we have access to a estimatorĝ(·) that is consistent for g(·) in the gauge norm of some convex and symmetric class of functions F. Suppose, moreover, that F is Donsker, uniformly bounded, convex, symmetric, and dense in L 2 (P ), where P is the distribution of Z = (X, S, T ), and that ĝ − g F = o p (1). Finally, assume that overlap holds, meaning that the conditional probabilities e s,t (x) are bounded away from 0 by some small η > 0 for all values of t, s and x. Then, lettingτ AM L be the DiD-AMLE estimator from Algorithm 3, we have:
and V is the semiparametrically efficient variance for estimating τ .
Comparison between TR and DiD-AMLE in the Constant Effect Case
So far we have proposed two average treatment effect estimators: the transformed regression estimator in Algorithm 1 that assumes a constant treatment effect τ , and DiD-AMLE in Algorithm 3 that allows for heterogeneity in τ (·). If the underlying treatment effect is in fact constant, then the constant estimator will estimate a more accurate τ than the non-constant estimator. This can be seen by comparing the asymptotic variances of the two estimators.
For simplicity, let us consider the case when Var Y i Z i = σ 2 is constant, and S i ⊥ ⊥ T i X i . The asymptotic variance of transformed regression estimator for constant effects is:
, while the the asymptotic variance of DiD-AMLE (and DiD-AIPW) is
.
We see that if t(x) and s(x) vary depending on covariates, then the transformed regression estimator will achieve smaller variance. A similar analysis on more general settings will also conclude that the transformed regression estimator has smaller asymptotic variance when the treatment is constant, and we omit it here for brevity because the calculations are more involved. Thus, there is a genuine trade-off between using the TR vs DiD-AMLE estimators:
The former has lower variance, but will not in general converge to the average effect in the presence of treatment heterogeneity.
Simulation Study
In this section, we test the validity of our methods in a variety of simulation setups where the true underlying treatment effect can be both constant and non-constant. In the simulations, we generate n i.i.d. samples X i of dimension p from some underlyng distribution P ; the pre/post-treatment time indicator T i and the state indicator S i are generated with a multinomial distribution over the four pairs (T i , S i ) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}. The outcomes Y i are generated from (5) with i X i ∼ N (0, 1). Next, we present results in the case where the underlying treatment effect is constant as well in the case where it is heterogeneous.
Constant Effect Simulations
We compare three methods in estimating constant treatment effects, two of which serve as baselines. Samples Means estimates µ s,t = E Y i S i = s, T i = t by taking the sample average with S i = s, T i = t, and then use these estimates forτ =μ 1,1 −μ 1,0 −μ 0,1 +μ 0,0 . OLS assumes a linear model on the covariates X i and fixed effects on the pre-/post-treatment indicator T i and the state indicator S i , and fits the model
by ordinary least squares regression. Then we read off the coefficient of T i S i as the treatment effect τ . We compare the above two baselines with the transformed regression estimator, TR, which is our main proposal for constant effects as outlined in Algorithm 1. We consider the following four setups:
Setup A X i ∼ N (0, I d×d ); easy baseline function b(X) = max(x 1 + x 2 , 0); T i and S i are independent, with constant propensities t(x) = s(x) = 0.4; simple conditional effects ρ(X) = x 3 , ξ(X) = x 4 ; constant treatment effect τ = 1.
Setup B X i ∼ N (0, I d×d ); easy baseline b(X) = max(x 1 +x 2 , 0); difficult conditional effects ρ(X) = 2 log(1 + exp(x 1 + x 2 + x 3 )), ξ(X) = log(1 + exp(−x 4 − x 5 )); constant treatment effect τ = 1; and the conditional probabilities are heterogeneous and given by:
e 1,1 (x) = max(η, 0.7(1/(1 + exp(−x 3 )))) e 0,1 (x) = max(η, (0.8 − e 1,1 (x) · (1/(1 + exp(−x 4 )))) e 1,0 (x) = max(η, (0.9 − e 1,1 (x) − e 0,1 (x) · (1/(1 + exp(−x 5 )))) e 0,0 (x) = 1 − e 1,1 (x) − e 0,1 (x) − e 1,0 (x)
Setup C X i ∼ N (0, I d×d ); there exists no time or state effect: ρ(x) = ξ(x) = 0, but highly correlated baseline effect b(x) = 2 sin(3x 1 ) and propensities, where e 1,1 (x) = 0.5 + 0.5(1 − 6η) sin(3x 1 ), and e s,t (x) = (1 − e 1,1 (x))/3, for (s, t) = (1, 1); τ = 1.
Setup D X i ∼ N (0, I d×d ); constant treatment effect τ (x) = 2; there is no baseline effect nor conditional state effect, i.e. b(x) = ξ(x) = 0; propensities are constant s(x) = t(x) = 0.5, with S i and T i independent; the only challenging part is the very difficult conditional time effect ρ(x) = 5(sin(πx 1 x 2 ) + 2(x 3 − 0.5) 2 + x 4 + 0.5x 5 ).
The results of the simulations on the constant effect setups are shown in Figure 1 . The logarithm of the mean squared error of each algorithm is plotted against that of an oracle learner, which uses Algorithm 1, except that it uses oracle (i.e. groundtruth) nuisance parameters entirely. As we see in Figure 1 , TR performs well on all simulations. Sample Means performs badly when the propensity scores are non-constant. OLS performs better than Sample Means, but it is vulnerable to non-linearities in the underlying data generating process.
Non-Constant Effect Simulations
Where the underlying treatment effect τ (x) is heterogenous, our main proposal is DiD-AMLE, as discussed in Algorithm 3. As a comparison, we will also run DiD-AIPW which is discussed in Section 4. We also consider the standard IPW (inverse propensity weighting) method, which uses the same cross-fitted weightsγ(Z i ) as DiD-AIPW in (23), and estimatesÊ[τ (x)] = 1 n n i=1γ (Z i )Y i . We also use the same OLS method for constant treatment effects in Section 5.1 as a baseline.
We consider two additional setups E and F with non-constant underlying treatment effects. We also test our methods using setups with constant effects, C and D, but without assuming that the underlying treatment effect is constant. The two new setups are:
2 ; hard conditional effects ρ(X) = 2 log(1 + exp(x 1 + x 2 + x 3 )), ξ(X) = log(1 + exp(−x 4 − x 5 )); hard baseline b(X) = 2 log(1 + exp(x 1 + x 2 + x 3 )) + sin(πx 1 x 2 ); and the same conditional probabilities as in Setup B.
Setup F X i ∼ N (0, I d×d ); difficult non-constant treatment effect τ (x) = sin(2πx 1 ) + x 4 + 0.5x 5 ; easy conditional effects ρ(X) = 1/(1 + exp(x 3 )), ξ(X) = 1/(1 + exp(x 4 )); easy baseline b(x) = max(x 1 + x 2 , 0); non-constant propensity for S i : s(x) = min(max(η, (1/(1 + exp(−0.5x 3 +x 5 )))), 1−η), but constant propensity for T i , t(x) = 0.45, and S i is independent from T i . Figure 1: The results of the constant-effect simulations. The logarithm of the mean squared error of each method is plotted against that of an oracle learner, which uses decomposition (10), except that it uses oracle nuisance parameters. The black solid line is plotting y = x for the two axis for ease of comparison with the oracle learner. Note that for setup D, the black line is not visible in the plot because none of the methods are able to perform close to the oracle. This is expected, because the nuisance parameter was chosen to be extremely difficult to fit. The mean-squared errors reported are averaged over 100 runs.
The results of the non-constant effect simulations are shown in Table 1 . In general, we see that DiD-AMLE has much better performances than DiD-AIPW, IPW and OLS. We notice that IPW, which does not use a nonparametrically estimatedτ (x), performs particularly poorly compared to the other methods. This highlights the importance of using a good nonparametric estimate of the treatment effect function τ (x). In some settings, OLS sometimes gives decent point estimates, but in others it suffers badly due to misspecification bias, such as in setup C.
Moreover, for non-constant treatment effects, we see that DiD-AMLE has better perfor-mances than DiD-AIPW. This phenomenon occurs because DiD-AIPW uses estimated propensity weights. We ran simulations with small data samples, making it very difficult to perform the propensity weight regressions accurately. In contrast, DiD-AMLE is affected less by the small sample size, because they obtain regression weights by solving an optimization problem. Using DiD-AMLE involves the extra step of choosing the function class that we optimize over, which then determines the optimization problem and hence our regression weightsγ(X i ). We have chosen the function class as shown in (27) (with more details in Appendix E), because it allows the contribution of the different nuisance parameters to decouple, hence simplifies the optimization problem. It would be interesting to investigate how to choose the function class optimally, either for the difference-in-differences problem, or for general problems of linear functional estimations.
Application
To test our methods in practice, we revisit a study from Angrist and Kugler [2008] on the effect of import restrictions on self-employment incomes. The context is as follows: Columbia was one of the major suppliers of cocaine to North America and Europe before the 2000s. Before 1994, Columbia relied on coca leaf supplies from Bolivia and Peru, which it then refined to produce cocaine. Starting from 1994, a series interdictions made by the United States and local militaries disrupted the air-bridge that brought the coca leaves to Columbian refiners. As a result, coca cultivation shifted to Columbia's rural areas. The study from Angrist and Kugler [2008] then examines, among other things, the effect of the restriction of coca import on self-employment incomes in Columbia. The authors define self-employment income as income from individual short-term contract, from the sale of domestically produced goods, and from agricultural productions. The authors conclude that the decrease in import has a positive effect on the self-employment incomes. The dataset contains the following information about individuals: gender, age, number of family members, immigrant status, marital status, and whether they lived in rural or urban areas, which we use as covariates X i . The individuals come from one of three coca-growing regions (Bolivar, Cauca and Narino), or one of thirteen non-growing regions (Atlantico, Sucre, Cordoba, Santander, Boyaca, Caldas, Risaralda, Quindio, Tolima, Huilda, Antioquia, Choco, Valle de Cauca), see map in Angrist and Kugler [2008] for details. The dataset also includes a number of demilitarized zones, which we omit in our analysis.
1 Individuals from growing regions are classified as exposed, with S i = 1, and those in non-growing regions classified as non-exposed, with S i = 0, because the increase in coca production could only benefit those in growing regions. As for time periods, we take 1993 as the pre-treatment period, with T i = 0; because air interdictions occured throughtout 1994, we take 1995 as the post-treatment period, with T i = 1. The outcomes are the log self-employment incomes,
We compare our TR estimator that assumes constant treatment effects, as well as Samples Means, and the standard OLS that assumes a fixed effect on state and treatment Table 1 : Simulation results on estimating the average treatment effect when the underlying effect is heterogeneous. The coverage percentage is obtained with 95% condifence intervals. Setup C and Setup D have a constant true underlying τ , but we ran all methods not assuming so a-priori. The coverage is obtained by 100 rounds of simulations, and the bias and root mean-squared errors are averages of the 100 experiments. In each row, the method that achieves the smallest root mean-squared error is highlighted in bold.
time indicators and linearity on the covariates as in (31) 2 . In addition, we run two methods that allow for treatment heterogeneity: DiD-AMLE and DiD-AIPW. The results with standard errors are shown in Table 2 .
There are several reasons that we might expect our proposed methods to be particularly suitable for estimating the treatment effects in an application such as the study from Angrist and Kugler [2008] . First as discussed in Section 1.1, unlike existing methods, our proposed methods are robust to potential covariate shift in time. The dataset of Angrist and Kugler [2008] is based on repeated cross-sections where individuals in different years are sampled independently and so there may not be particularly strong arguments to rule out temporal covariate shift a-priori; thus, the robustness of our method to such effects is desirable.
Second, from our analysis there appears to be heterogeneity in the treatment effects, and thus it is particularly valuable to deploy an estimation procedure that allows for flexible estimation for such heterogeneity. From Table 2 , there exists a non-trivial difference between the estimated effect from methods that allow for heterogeneity in τ (x) and those that do not, which suggests that there is a weighting effect going on when the likelihood of state and treatment time indicators vary with covariates. All the methods suggest that there is a positive effect of the air interdictions on the log self-employment income, as found in Angrist and Kugler [2008] . Recall that, when the treatment effect is non-constant, TR obtains estimates of weighted average treatment effects, given by Proposition 3. Because TR is giving significantly different results from the non-constant effect methods, we suspect that in this dataset the treatment effect varies with covariates. We also note that, in this case, the OLS estimator is fairly closely aligned with the TR estimator, suggesting that assuming linear nuisance components did not have too big an effect on our estimation of τ . However, it may have been difficult to argue a-priori that the linear specification used by OLS would be innocuous here.
In order to gain further insight into this phenomenon, we fit the treatment effect function τ (x) using the heterogeneous effect estimator in Algorithm 2. Figure 2 provides a histogram of the fitted treatment effects. We see that there appears to be heterogeneity in the treatment, as the histogram exhibits two distinct masses. As further evidence of treatment heterogeneity, Table 3 shows average effects obtained by DiD-AMLE, separately for urban and rural regions. Thus, estimates provided by the transformed regression estimator should not necessarily be interpreted as average treatment effects, and may instead better be interpreted as targeting a weighted estimand following the discussion in Section 4.3.
Third, given the context of this datset, it is likely that T i and S i are not independently assigned conditional on covariates X i . For instance, it is plausible that individuals who have few family members may be more able to relocate their family in comparison compared to individuals with more family members, hence may be likely to move to a growing region from a non-growing region to profit from the treatment. As a result, even conditionally on a persons' number of family members, the the distribution of T i and S i could be correlated. Whether T i and S i are independent conditional on covariates is hard to test in practice, but our method is flexible and avoids this consideration all together, whereas it is an assumption made by the similar works of Sant'Anna and Zhao [2018] and Zimmert [2018] .
As a final sanity check, we also run a placebo analysis with years 1998 and 2000 as preand post-treatment periods, when no major interdiction occured, hence no major treatment was given, in between the two years, and used our methods to check if there was an effect Table 2 : Average treatment effect estimates in the difference-in-differences setup with data from Angrist and Kugler [2008] , where 1993 is the pre-treatment year and 1995 is the posttreatment year. The first three methods assume a constant treatment effect τ (x) = τ , and the latter two allow for treatment heterogeneity. The OLS method is most similar to the method used in Angrist and Kugler [2008] . We see that DiD-AIPW and DiD-AMLE, which allow for heterogeneity in the treatment effects, both obtain a lower point estimate than the other methods, which all assume the underlying effect is constant. This may suggest that there exists heterogeneity in the treatment effects.
Figure 2: Histogram ofτ (·) fitted using Algorithm 2 on the dataset from Angrist and Kugler [2008] . We see that there appears to be heterogeneity in the treatment: the treatment effects lie in two groups, one around 0.1 and the other around 0.5. Our results in Table  3 suggest that these two groups are treatment effects for people living in urban and rural areas respectively. in these years. It is encouraging that all the methods suggest there is a negligible effect on the treatment effect. 
Discussion
Many works that are based on the difference-in-differences methodology in economic and political science applications use OLS regression (4) assuming fixed effects on time and regions [e.g., Anzia and Berry, 2011 , Autor, 2003 , Berry et al., 2010 , Card and Krueger, 1994 , Haber and Menaldo, 2011 , Malesky et al., 2014 , Scheve and Stasavage, 2012 , Truex, 2014 . However, OLS-type methods implictly impose the assumption that the there is a linear functional form in how the covariates affect outcomes, and that the effects from the different times and regions are fixed constants. Neither of these assumptions are easy to verify nor do they likely hold in practice. Thus, it is important to have flexible differencein-differences estimation procedures that account for heterogeneity in the treatment effect, while not making such linearity assumptions. Our work is one step towards this goal by drawing inspiration from the recent advances in treatment effect estimation in the single cross-section case. In particular, the recent progress in treatment effect estimation [e.g., Chernozhukov et al., 2018a,b, Hirshberg and Wager, 2018, among others] allows for flexible, nonparametric estimation of treatment effects. In this paper, we build upon the ideas of using the orthogonal moments construction and covariate balancing, and propose DiD-AMLE to estimate the average treatment effect while accounting for heterogeneity in the cross-section case. If we are willing to assume the treatment effect is constant, we propose the transformed regression (TR) approach for the constant effect case, and further show its properties under misspecification.
Both TR and DiD-AMLE can be considerably more robust and flexible than standard linear regression based approaches. They do not assume specific functional forms on how covariates affect outcomes or the fixed state or time effects. Furthermore, our proposals work with separate cross sections of populations pre-and post-treatment, and does not rely on the assumption that the time is independent of the state and the covariates. We assume the parallel trends assumption conditioning on covariates, which is more likely to hold than assuming parallel trends without conditioning. It would be of great interest for future work to extend our approaches in cases when this weaker assumption might not hold and the estimation procedure would require a sensitivity analysis.
A Proof of Proposition 1
Assuming parallel trends conditioning on covariates X i as in (2), Y i can be written from (5) as follows:
where g(x, s, t) = E Y i X i = x, S i = s, T i = t . We could then write the above as:
where ρ and ξ are defined as in (6). Note that ultimately, we want a decomposition of the following form:
we thus seek coefficients A, B, C and D. Note that we have the following expressions:
Equating the coefficients from (34) and (32), we have that:
Summing the equations, we get that D ≡ 1. We can then reformulate our objective as:
which is the final form expressed in the proposition. We re-express the components as:
m(x) = g(x, 0, 0) + (e 1,1 (x) + e 1,0 (x))ξ(x) + (e 1,1 (x) + e 0,1 (x)ρ(x) + e 1,1 (x)τ (x)
equating coefficients of (35) and (33), we have:
Let us define ∆ s (x) = e 1,1 (x)/s(x) − e 0,1 (x)/(1 − s(x)) and ∆ t (x) = e 1,1 (x)/t(x) − e 1,0 (x)/(1 − t(x)). The second and third equations become:
which gives us:
To obtain the expressions in (11), we just have to get rid of the conditional expectations form above, and it is easy to check that we will obtain the desired forms. Now we check (12). First, note that:
Because E T i X i , S i = 1 = e 1,1 (X i )/s(X i ), the above also evaluates to zero. Similarly, we can show that E A(Z i ) X i , S i = 0 and E B(Z i ) X i , T i = 0. For E C(Z) X, S , note that:
Thus we have
where the third equality follows by noting that
We can similarly check that E C(Z i )B(Z i ) X i = 0.
B Proof of Theorem 2
First we prove the statement √ n(τ T R −τ * ) p − → 0, whereτ T R is the transformed regression estimator, andτ * is the transformed regression estimator with oracle nuisance parameters. From (16), we see that
Because each |I k |/n is approximately 1/K, which is fixed as n grows, and the number of folds K is also fixed,
The proof consists of two steps. Firstly, we show that, if two nuisance parameters µ(x) and ν(x), estimated byμ −I k (x) andν −I k (x) respectively, satisfy conditions 2, 3 and 4 from above, then the estimation of their product
, and their sum
, also satisfy conditions 2, 3, and 4. As a result, the estimate ofĤ
, by sums and products of other nuisance parameters, such asm −I k (x) andê
, also satisfies the conditions listed above. Secondly, we show the desired result, assuming thatĤ −I k (x) andĈ −I k (x) satisfy the conditions above. We start with the first step. Assume thatμ
. Consistency and boundedness comes easily from the consistency and boundedness ofμ
. Risk decay comes as follows:
where we used the assumption that the nuisance parameters are all bounded by M . Risk decay for µ + ν follows similarly. Recall we want to show the following:
which will follow if we can show that
and 1 n j∈I kĈ
Because with these bounds, and noting the Taylor expansion of f (x, y) = x y at some point x 0 and y 0 = 0 is given by:
we have that:
where Slutsky's theorem is used in the last equality. Let us first check (38). Note that:
We check that the three terms above are small. For (42), we first check that H(Z j ) Ĉ −I k (Z j ) − C(Z j ) has mean zero. Note that
= E (τ (X i )C(Z i ) + i ) (e 1,1 (X i ) + J(X i )A(Z i ) + K(X i )B(Z i ))
where J(X i ) = e 1,1 (X i )/t(X i ) and K(X i ) = e 1,1 (X i )/s(X i ) and we similarly define the cross-fitted analogueĴ −I k (·) andK −I k (·). Many terms above vanished because of (12). We will just show that
and the argument for E τ (
Thus, again by (12), we have
where the first line conditions on the data not in fold I k . Similarly, we have that
Hence we know that E τ (X i )Ĵ −I k (X i )Â −I k (Z i )C(Z i ) , and subsequently E H(Z j ) Ĉ −I k (Z j ) − C(Z j ) , are all zero. Now we are ready to show that (42) 
The second term above is immediately o p 1 √ n because of the risk decay assumption. Thus we only have to check that (52) is o p 1 √ n , which will follow exactly the same argument for (42), once we show that C(Z j ) Ĉ −I k (Z j ) − C(Z j ) has mean zero. Note then
where terms vanish in the last equality because of (12). 
where φ j,p (x) = a j,p φ j (x), where a j,p are scaled such that p j=1 a 2 j,p = 1. If we let F ∈ R n×p be the matrix with columns f 1 , ..., f p , and rows F 1 , ..., F n , where the i-th column is given by f i = (φ i,p (X 1 ), φ i,p (X 2 ), ..., φ i,p (X n )) . LetF = 1 n n i F i , let S, T ∈ R n be the vectors of S i and T i , and let u • v be the element-wise product between two vectors u and v, then the optimization problem above can be concretely written as: minimize γ∈R n ,α,β,δ,η∈R
which can be solved with off-the-shelf software described in e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe [2004] . This optimization problem is equivalent to that stated in (28), because α can be thought of as the upper bound of n|I(b)|; similarly, β ≥ n|I(ρ)|, δ ≥ n|I(ξ)| and η ≥ n|I(τ )|.
Let us consider why α ≥ n|I(b)|, and the other bounds hold for similar reasons. Note that the column of the matrix F consists of the spanning basis of M p , each evaluated at the X i s. Thus for any b ∈ M p , b will be a linear combination of the columns of F, so (b(X 1 ), ..., b(X n )) = F β for some β. If we also want that b Mp = 1, by the construction of M p in (63), we must have β 1 = 1. As a result, we have:
where the last line is from the constraint that F γ ∞ ≤ α. Thus the optimization problem in (64) is equivalent to that in (28).
